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Exercise 1

The Box-Müller algorithm exploits the fact that if U, V are independent uniform random variables in
[0, 1] then

Z1 =
√
−2 log(U) cos(2πV )

Z2 =
√
−2 log(U) sin(2πV )

are independent normal N (0, 1).

Add to NormalRandomVariable a method generateBoxMuller() that generates a pair of independent
normal random variables (Z1, Z2), Zi ∼ N (µ, σ). Also add a method generateBivariateNormal() that
generates a bivariate normal sample by inversion sampling.

Exercise 2

(a) Add to NormalRandomVariable a method generateAR() which generates a realization of a random
variable Z ∼ N(µ, σ) by acceptance/rejection (see the script, 15.5.3.3.).

Consider also the following refinement of the Box-Müller algorithm:

• generate W = U2 + V 2 for two uniformly distributed random variables U and V in [−1, 1];

• if W > 1 discard W , otherwise set S =
√
−2 log(W )/W ;

• the bivariate normal random sample is then Z1 = SU,Z2 = SV .

Add then to NormalRandomVariable a method generateARBoxMuller() that generates a pair
of independent normal random variables (Z1, Z2), Zi ∼ N (µ, σ) in this way, and also a
generateBivariateNormalAR() method that generates (Z1, Z2) by using generateAR() for both
realizations.

(b) Compare the four methods generateBoxMuller(), generateBivariateNormal(),
generateARBoxMuller() and generateBivariateNormalAR() in the following two ways:

• precision: compute P(Z1 ≤ µ,Z2 ≤ µ) for all the four methods, and see which method gives
the closest value to the analytic one;

• efficiency : get the time needed by each method in order to compute P(Z1 ≤ µ,Z2 ≤ µ) set-
ting long StartTime = System.currentTimeMillis() right before the computation, long
FinalTime = System.currentTimeMillis() when the computation ends, and compute the
difference. For which method is this time minimum?

Exercise 3

Importance sampling is an unequally-weighted Monte Carlo simulation technique in which the frequency
of the samples is higher on those values where the function to be evaluated attains higher values. The
sums of the sample is then scaled down according to the relation with the original distribution. If the
weights are chosen appropriately, this technique allows to (i) reduce the variance of the Monte Carlo
estimator (ii) calculate expectations of a distribution which we don’t know how to sample from.

Let f(x) be an integrable function under the density p(x) of a random variable X and q(x) another
probability density function such that q(x) > 0 when f(x)p(x) 6= 0. Let µ = Ep[f(X)]. Then

µ =

∫
R
f(x)p(x)dx =

∫
R
f(x)

p(x)

q(x)
q(x)dx,



and thus if Xi , i = 1, . . . , n are sampled from p(x)

µ ∼ 1

n

n∑
i=1

f(Xi) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

f(Yi)
p(Yi)

q(Yi)
(1)

where Yi , i = 1, . . . , n are sampled from q(x).

Based on this, do the following:

• write an abstract class Sampling with the following methods:

– void generateSample(), which generates a sample (i.e., an array) of realizations of f(X) for
a random variable X;

– double getSampleAverage(), which computes and returns the average of the sample;

– double getSampleVariance(), which computes and returns the variance of the sample.

Which of these methods can be already implemented in Sampling?

• Write the classes StandardSampling and ImportanceSampling, inheriting from Sampling. These
classes will implement the method generateSample() with a standard and importance sampling,
respectively. In order to sample a general function f of a random variable, you need a field function

of type Function<Double, Double>, which is an interface of Java introduced in order to imple-
ment functional programming. If x is a realization of your random variable, f(x) is computed by
function.apply(x). Must this field be a field of StandardSampling and ImportanceSampling or
can it be defined in Sampling and then inherited?

Moreover, Sampling should have a field int numberOfSimulations as well as a field
double[] values to hold the samples. StandardSampling also needs a field RandomVariable

samplingDistribution, which is the random variable for which you sample, whereas
ImportanceSampling has fields RandomVariable proposalLaw, which gives Y in (1), and
Function<Double, Double> density, standing for p in (1).

Perform then the following two tests:

• calculate E[X] where X has the standard bilateral exponential distribution

p(x) =
e−|x|

2
, x ∈ R, (2)

applying importance sampling as in (1) where q(x) ∼ N(0, α) , α > 0. Try to test different values
of α.

• Consider again X with distribution given by (2) and compute a Monte Carlo estimate for P(X >
3) = E[Z], Z = I{X>3}, using standard and importance sampling for a proposal distributionN (3, α).
To do the standard sampling observe that this random variable can be simulated by using only the
Exponential class of exercise sheet 4. Show that the variance of the Monte Carlo estimator is less
than that obtained with the previous approach. Print the percentage variance reduction.

Hint: Since you want to compare from the same random sampling you might want to seed
your generators by overloading the generate() method in RandomVariable to generate(Random

random). Then in generateSample() call the argument version using the seeded method
random.nextDouble(seed). The seed should then be be a final field of Sampling.


